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Instruction to Candidates:

1) Section - A is ComPulsorY.

2) Attempt any Four questions from Section - B.

3) Attempt any Two questions from Section - C.

Section - A

QI)  ( IAx2:20)

a) How movement of electrons differ from movement of holes in

semiconductors.

b) The rms output voltage of bridge rectifier is 20 V. What is PIV across

the diodes?

c) Find the value of B if a : 0.98 for a transistor.

d) What is ripple factor?

e) . Distinguish between hr,and h"r.

0 Among emitter, collector and'which is lightly doped and why?

g) Explain the LC filter used in rectifiers.

h) Why biasing of a FET is required?

t) What is thermal run awaY?

) Distinguish between coupling and bypass capacitor.

Sect ion-B 
(x5:20)

Q2) What is the basic principle of working of LCD's? How these differ from

LED's.
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Q3) A CB transistor amplifier uses a voltage source of internal resistance R,: 200

Q and the load resistance is R, : L200 Q . The h-parameters are h,u: 24

ohm, h,b: 4 x L}a,hn: -0.98and h,u:0.9 pA/V'Calculate the current

gain, input impedance,-voltage gain and overall current galn.

e4) Foran N-chan r.t jpEf drain curent with gate shorted : 8'7 mA pinch off

voltage is -1V. Find the value of

(a) Drain current.

(b) Transconductance.

Q5) Anoutput wave form displayed on an cRo provided the following measured

value

(a) V".* in :1.2Y,V...u* :22Y,V..0: l0V

(b) V..*in :2Y, V".r"*: 18V V."o: 10V.

Determine the percent second harmonic distortion in each case.

I

Q6) whatis JFET? Distinguish between JFET and MoSFET.

Section - C
(2x10=20)

Q7) Whatis a rectifier? compare and contrast half and full wave rectifiers'

QS) Whatare three differential amplifier configurations? Briefly compare and

contrast these confi gurations.

Q9) Drawthe h-parameter equivalent circuit for a common emitter and derive for

voltage gain, current gain, ifrput resistance and output resistance'
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